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REVIEW OF SELECTED METHODS FOR PORTFOLIO
OPTIMIZATION OF AND IRREVERSIBLE
INVESTMENT IN POWER GENERATION
ASSETS UNDER UNCERTAINTY
Summary: In this paper, we present some examples to illustrate the use of selected financial methods for the portfolio optimization of power generation assets. We start with classical MV theory, followed by dynamic variants to MV portfolio optimization, and eventually
how fuzzy set theory can be used in portfolio optimization of power generation assets.
In light of the ongoing liberalization process of the energy markets, and the risks and uncertainties created by rising shares of renewable electricity in the spot market, we present real
option model specifications that can be used by energy companies to run these assets profitably and to make rational new investments in conventional power plants. Such models can
help to determine the optimal timing to invest (or disinvest) in power plants, and can thus be
powerful and useful tools for decision-makers.
Keywords: portfolio optimization, fuzzy set theory, real options analysis.

Introduction
The liberalization of electricity markets in many countries increased the
competition for market shares amongst electricity producers and retailers alike,
as well as raised the types and levels of risk and uncertainty in the investment
process. Higher risk and uncertainty require some upgrading in the “toolbox”
used for decision-making in the energy business. Moreover, regarding the increase of the market risk (with respect to the development of the future electric-
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ity demand and supply as well as electricity and fuel prices), regulatory risks
(related to uncertainty in environmental and energy regulations, and market design), and the use of renewable energy technologies, it was necessary to apply
more sophisticated methods in the investment process. Indeed, these facts affected the application of financial mathematical methods to the valuation process
of electricity generation assets.
An advanced and robust analytical framework increasingly applied also in
the energy domain is Mean-Variance Portfolio (MVP) analysis. This theory provides a mathematical framework that enables to identify the set of efficient portfolios (in the sense of return maximization for a given expected risk or risk
minimization for a demanded expected return). Moreover, specific financial
risks related to various technologies as well as the technical, economic and societal aspects of the plants can explicitly be considered. Nevertheless, the classic
MVP theory is a static approach, which requires some modifications, especially
when technical change, learning effects, and dynamics in the generation mix
shall additionally be taken into account.
Regarding the evaluation of investment decisions under uncertain future
market conditions traditionally the net present value (NPV) criterion is typically
used but in many cases totally inadequate. In order to capture unexpected market
developments, more powerful approaches such as real options analysis (ROA)
can be applied. Based on option pricing theory (in financial securities), ROA
uses continuous time stochastic processes and enables the modeling of uncertainty in the economic variables (e.g., in terms of cash flows, prices, returns, or
asset values) and managerial flexibility (e.g., in terms of the optimal timing of
the (dis-)investment) in the decision-making process.
In this paper, we present the results obtained from using MVP and ROA for
decision-making in the energy sector, conducted by the authors in three different
projects over the last six years. The remainder of this article is structured as follows. In section 1, we give a briefly literature overview regarding the use of
MVP and ROA in the energy domain. Section 2 presents different MVP optimization model specifications, whose application is illustrated with some results
from our own studies. The application of ROA in decision-making processes in
the energy sector, with some examples from conducted research studies, is in
Section 3. The last Section concludes.
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1. State of the art of MVP and ROA applied to the energy sector
Mean variance portfolio theory has been successfully applied to the energy
sector for determining the optimal power generation mix. The first application to
the energy sector in the US was presented by Bar-Lev and Katz [1976], and for
the European Union by Awerbuch and Berger [2003]. Further applications
of MVP for the valuation of power generation assets can be found, e.g., in the
reviews by Bazilian and Roques [2008] and Madlener [2012], respectively. The
reviews provide several different approaches concerning the application of MVP
theory on power generation portfolios. The studies initially started with power
generation costs as a proxy for the profitability of the assets, later refined by the
explicit inclusion of revenues from electricity production in the portfolio analysis.
Moreover, such studies incorporate both econometric analysis as well as methods
of different kinds from the finance literature (especially regarding the definition
of risk) to improve the technologies’ representation in power generation mix.
For investment decisions under uncertainty, ROA has become increasingly
popular in applications in different sectors of the economy since the early 1990s.
Fernandes et al. [2011] provide a comprehensive review of the current state-ofthe-art in the application of ROA in the energy sector, for non-renewable as well
as for renewable energy technologies. They introduce the basic principles of the
real options theory and define common types of real options to their valuation
methods. Considering different studies from the end of the 1980s till 2010, they
describe various applications of ROA in the oil industry, the power generation
sector, energy commodity markets, as well as in carbon emission mitigation policy, with different solution methods applied (such as partial differential equation
modeling, binomial option valuation, Monte Carlo simulation, and dynamic programming).
In the context of our research (here: the use of ROA applied to gas-fired
power plants), and depending on the models which have to be developed, different
studies have provided a variety of important new insights. Regarding the optimal
timing to disinvest, which so far has only found attention in a few studies (mainly
dealing with the agricultural and dairy industry, and production planning issues),
the standard solution methods presented by e.g. Mun [2006] can be applied. However, the applications presented by Näsäkkälä and Fleten [2005] and Fleten and
Näsäkkälä [2010], as well as modeling ideas proposed by Deng et al. [2001], and
Deng and Oren [2003], are important new developments in terms of applying real
options modeling and analysis to investments in flexibility measures.
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2. Portfolio theory and its application to power generation assets
The main purpose of portfolio analysis is to find a portfolio that is best
suited to the investor’s objective. The two most common dimensions to all investors are return and risk. Nevertheless, when considering the application of
portfolio optimization to power generation assets, the first step is the definition
of an adequate return measure as a portfolio selection criterion for real assets, in
our case typically power plants. Many previous studies have simply used costs
as a proxy variable for determining optimal portfolios. In contrast, we proposed
two alternative measures: annual return (which is more static, and can be better
applied by the analysis of technologies already in use) and present value. Based
on the NPV principle, the present value of the i-power plant (PVi) is defined as
follows (cf. Madlener et al. [2009] and Madlener et al. [2010]):
&

(

)

(1)

with revenues, r, fuel costs, cf, carbon dioxide mitigation costs, co2, operation
and maintenance costs, cO&M, cost of capital, cc, and capital depreciation, δ. This
proposed definition of return as a measure of a power plant’s economic viability
was used in all most of the portfolio selection models considered and analyzed
by us so far.
In several of our studies, the major electricity generation assets operated by the
energy company E.ON in Germany, Sweden, and the United Kingdom were analyzed. Moreover, to capture the dynamics and in particular the changes in the generation mix, planned and actually realized new investments in different power technologies were taken into consideration. The input data regarding economic as well
as technical parameters necessary for the calculations can be found in Madlener
et al. [2009, 2010] and Madlener and Glensk [2010], respectively.

2.1. Mean-variance portfolio theory
The application of the standard MVP selection model of Markowitz
[Markowitz, 1952] provides the basis for the allocation of different generation
technologies in efficient portfolios. Regarding the trade-off between return
(defined as the present value of the power plant, cf. eq. (1)) and risk (represented
by the standard deviation ( )) the portfolio selection model is defined as
follows:
min
(2)
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subject to:
(
0

)

(3)
(4)

,

1

(5)

where E(R
Rp) denotes the
t portfolioo’s expected return, E(PV
Vi) the expeccted return
of the inddividual assets (power pllant), xi and xi,max the shaare (weight) and maximal sharee, respectivelly, of asset i,
i in the porttfolio, and V(R
V p) the porttfolio risk.
The latterr is given by the following equation:
2

,

(6)

where
is the variannce of compoonent asset i, the volattility of assett i, and
mization moodel for the
the correlation coefficcient betweenn i and j. Usiing this optim
n
power generation
g
teechnologies of E.ON inn Germany
set of exiisting and new
yields thee efficient froontiers depictted in Figuree 1.

Note: “existinng technologies” means “technoloogies already in usse”.

Fig. 1. Effi
ficient frontierrs of E.ON’s current
c
power generation mix and new innvestments
Source: Madllener et al. [2010]].
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We observe here, that current and new portfolios of E.ON in Germany (the
colored bigger squares) are located way off the efficient frontiers, indicating
some scope for improvement of the portfolio. Moreover, new portfolios of E.ON
in Germany (i.e. where new investments were considered) have smaller present
values but also lower risks in comparison to the current portfolio consisting of
already existing and operating technologies only. Furthermore, regarding new
investments it can be noticed that all new investments do have a positive impact
on the present value (red line between P4-P5). The highest positive impact on
the present value results from adding new renewable energy technologies to the
existing generation mix (green line).

2.2. Fuzzy semi-mean absolute deviation portfolio selection model
Taking the Markowitz approach into account, other researchers developed
models for portfolio optimization using different functions for measuring the
performance of a portfolio. One of these alternative approaches uses the semimean absolute deviation as a risk measure [Konno and Yamazaki, 1991]. The
proposed model results in the linearization of the portfolio optimization model.
According to Konno and Koshizuka [2005], the semi-mean absolute deviation
(SMAD) model for portfolio selection is specified as:
1

(7)
(

)

max

(8)

subject to:
(

)

,

1, 2, … ,

(9)

0

(10)

1

(11)

0
(12)
,
where PVit is the present value (return) of portfolio share (asset) i in period t and dt
refers to the negative deviation between the realization of the portfolio’s present
value (return) and its expected value at time t over a time span T.
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The imperfect knowledge about returns, and the uncertain environment
make the investment process more complex. To capture this complex reality of
decision-making problems, fuzzy set theory is proposed as an alternative to the
standard MVP approach (see e.g. Fang et al. [2008]). One of proposed models
which regard to the investor’s aspiration levels of return and risk is the fuzzy
semi-mean absolute deviation (FSMAD) portfolio selection model defines as:
Λ
(13)
subject to:
(14)

Λ
1

(15)

Λ
)

(
0

1

0

(16)
(17)
(18)

0

where Λ

(19)
,
Λ 0
(20)
( denotes the value of membership function for expected

return and risk1). Parameters RM and wM are the mid-points where the membership function value is equal to 0.5, whereas the parameters
and
determine the shape of these membership functions. The variable dt is a time variable
connected with the semi-mean absolute deviation2.

1
2

The formal presentation of these membership functions can be seen in Glensk and Madlener
[2010].
More information about this model and other proposed and analyzed fuzzy portfolio optimization problems can be found in Glensk and Madlener [2010].
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Fig. 2. Effi
ficient frontierrs for technoloogies already in
i use only, ussing MV, SMA
AD,
andd FSMAD moddel specificatiions
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2010, 2014].

The empirical annalysis condducted in th
he mentionedd projects fo
focused on
technologgies already in
i use as weell as new in
nvestments inn power geneeration assets, and compared thhe efficient portfolios ob
btained from
m using MVP
P, SMAD,
and FSMA
already in
AD models (cf.
( Figure 2)). When regaarding only technologies
t
use the shhift in the scaale of risk cann be observed
d by applyingg the SMAD
D (Figure 2,
red line) model
m
in com
mparison to the MVP model.
m
Moreoover, the inccorporation
of the deccision-makerr’s objectivees and aspiraations in the FSMAD opptimization
model ressults in a sm
maller set off decision alternatives
a
(
(Figure
2, grreen line).
Concludinng, a better portfolios
p
– in
i terms of risk
r and returrn combinatiions – was
found for the FSMAD
D model com
mpared to the MVP and SM
MAD modells.
Almoost the same findings cann be observed
d when technnologies alreeady in use
and new investments
i
a analyzedd together (Fiigure 3).
are
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Fig. 3. Effi
ficient frontierr of already ussed and new teechnologies, using
u
MV, SM
MAD
andd FSMAD moddel specificatiions
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2010].

Com
mparing the siituation withhout new inv
vestments (Fiigure 2) withh the situation wherre investmennts in new asssets are inclluded (Figurre 3), it can bbe noticed
that the efficient
e
fronntier for the FSMAD
F
mo
odel partly coincides witth the efficient fronntier derived from using thhe SMAD model
m
(Figuree 3).
Finallly, we comppared the FS
SMAD model for technoologies alreaady in use
and the FSMAD moddel for both technologies
t
s in use and new investm
ments (Figure 4). Heere, efficientt portfolios with
w new inv
vestments havve smaller prresent values but also smaller risk
r
levels compared
c
to the situationn without neew investments. Thhis can be attributed
a
to the fact thaat the investm
ment costs hhave to be
included in
i the calculaation processs of the preseent value.
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Note: “existinng technologies” means “technoloogies already in usse”.

Fig. 4. Effi
ficient frontierr of current (bllue line) and prospective
p
(ggreen line)
pow
wer generationn mixes
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2010].

The application
a
o the FSMA
of
AD model fo
or the speciall case of onsshore wind
power plaants in Germany can be found
fo
in Mad
dlener et al. [2011].
[

2.3. Mullti-period portfolio
p
sellection mod
del
Althoough standarrd MVP anaalysis has been successfuully applied to real assets (power plants), thhe approach suffers
s
from several important limitaations. One
of them iss its single-pperiod characcter, which does
d
not adeqquately captuure the investor’s loong-term invvestment goals. On the contrary, thee multi-periood models,
properly formulated,
f
c solve theese limitation
can
ns and take advantage off volatility
by rebalanncing the assset mix. The proposed model
m
is bassed on the m
multi-stage
stochasticc optimizatioon problem introduced by
y Mulvey ett al. [1997], defined as
follows:
(1
)
(21)
max
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subject to:

1

,

1, …

,

1, … ,
1, …
,
1, … ,
1, …
0
′
,
1, … ,
1, …
for all scenarios s and s’ with identical past up to time t, where:

(22)
(23)
(24)
(25)

defines portfolio return,
defines portfolio return for scenario ,
,

(26)

and
is the uncertain return (present value) of technology i in period t, under
the scenario s, a parameter indicating the relative importance of variance as
compared to the expected value
0, 1 ,
the probability that scenario s ocS

curs (

∑q

s

= 1 ),

the percentage of technology i in time t under the scenario s,

s =1

and ,
are the proportions of technology i added into/deleted from portfolio
in time t under the scenario s.
The presented model was applied for power generation assets owned by
E.ON in Germany and compared with the so-called “buy-and-hold strategy”,
which corresponds to the single-period portfolio selection problem where the investor makes the decision at the beginning of the investment period and holds
this portfolio during the entire period of time considered. For more information see
Mulvey et al. [2003, 2004]. The efficient portfolios obtained for the multi-period
portfolio selection model shift in both their risk and return levels, and the portfolios
are characterized by smaller risk and return levels (Figure 5, blue line).
More information regarding this kind of analysis and the results obtained
can be found in Glensk and Madlener [2011a, 2011b, 2013, 2014].
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Fig. 5. Effi
ficient frontierrs of technologgies already in
n use and new
w investments (offshore
winnd power and concentrated
c
s
solar
power) for
f the multi-pperiod portfoliio selection
moddel and the “bbuy & hold policy” (4-yearss decision-makking period)
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2011b].

3. Real options
o
theoory and its application
n to investm
ments
in thee energy secctor
In invvestment deccision-makinng processes, the use of NPV
N
and simpple spreadsheet calcuulations dom
minate in pracctice and the energy sectoor is certainlyy no exception in thiis respect. Nevertheless,
N
a
seem to be adethe NPV rulle does not always
quate if thhe energy market
m
enviroonment is com
mplex and subject
s
to vaarious risks
and uncerrtainties. ROA
A offers deciision-makers more flexibility regardinng the type
of decision and optionn valuation (ee.g. options to
o invest, abanndon, expandd, contract,
shut downn, grow etc.)) and also cooncerning thee inclusion of
o market unccertainties.
The applieed here valuaation methodd depends on the real optioon model form
rmulation.
In ligght of the oftten unprofitaable operation
n of conventtional power plants due
to the low
w variable coosts and incrreased contrribution of reenewable ennergy technologies, the owners of such unnprofitable conventional power plannts ask the
question of
o whether too shut down or to continu
ue the operation of the poower plant.
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If a plant is to be shut down, then the second question arises when it is the optimal time to do so. A third question comes up on how to make existing (e.g. gasfired) power plants more profitable by flexibility enhancements. And two further
questions are on which technical measures (retrofit measures) can render a gasfired power plant more profitable (enhanced flexibility) and when to incorporate
new (flexibility) measures to raise the profitability of the power plant. Based on
these questions, we developed real options models that enable to study the disinvestment and the investment in flexibility-enhancing components. The investigations were made for a highly energy-efficient and recently built combined-cycle
gas-fired power plant in Germany (for more information see e.g. Glensk and
Madlener [2015], Glensk et al. [2015a, 2015b]).

3.1. Real options model for disinvestment
Assuming, that the power plant’s capacity factor (in such kind of model the
so-called “underlying asset”) is a stochastic variable, normally distributed, and
approximated by a binomial distribution, the binomial lattice approach can be
applied in a real options model for the optimal disinvestment in a power plant.
t allows to determine the “up” and “down” movements as follows:
√∆ and
√∆
subsequently used to set up the binomial tree, where is the associated volatility, and ∆ is the time step.
Using dynamic programming, the optimal project value as a function of the
capacity factor
, is given by:
,

,

·
,

,

,

(1
1

)·

,

,

(27)

denotes the residual value,
where
, the project cash flow for the ith
“down” move at the current time period t, defines the probability of an “up”
movement,
, denotes the capacity factor for the ith “down” move at time t,
the risk-free rate, and i the number of “down” movements (for more description
of the model see Glensk et al. [2015a, 2015b]). Finally, as soon as the project
value is equal to the residual value, the power plant should be shut down; otherwise, the operation is continued. The calculation procedure proposed can easily
be solved and visualized in Microsoft Excel (see Figure 6).
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Fig. 6. Binnomial tree ressults for a capacity factor with
w a mean vaalue of 0.14
andd a standard deeviation of 0.110 (upper tablee) and for deccision (lower ttable)
Source: Glensk et al. [2015a].

The capacity facctor as the source of un
ncertainty explicitly moodeled has
a significaant impact on the develoopment of thee binomial trree as well aas the decision-makiing process, both of which are highly
y dependent on the initiaal capacity
factor andd its subsequuent developm
ment. Analy
yzing differennt distributioon parameters for thhis underlyinng asset the probability of
o the continnuation decreeases over
time (see Figure 7).

Fig. 7. Proobability valuees for the actioons taken
Source: Glensk et al. [2015a].
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Furthhermore, witth increasing volatility off the capacityy factor the pprobability
of projectt continuatioon decreases faster, moree and more unreachable states are
observed, and “stop” − decisions occur
o
earlier in time.

3.2. Reall options model
m
for th
he investmeent in a flexxibility
enhaancement measure
m
Flexiibility or flexxible operatioon of a conv
ventional pow
wer plant cann be understood in different
d
wayss. One of theem defines th
he increase inn flexibility bby reducing
the start-uup and shut-ddown times annd costs, by the reductionn of the miniimum load,
or by the increase
i
in paart-load operaation capabiliities or the looad gradient. To achieve
these effeccts, the installlation of new
w additional technical com
mponents, orr upgrading
of alreadyy existing onees, can be exxpected. The proposed
p
reaal options moodel for the
investmennt in a flexibiility measuree gives the an
nswer to the questions reegarding in
which com
mponent/s andd when the poower plant ow
wner should invest.
i

Fig. 8. Electricity price development
d
for March, Ju
une, Septembeer and Decembber 2013
following an arithhmetic Brownnian motion prrocess
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2015].
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The model’s proccedure consiists of three steps. In thee first one, tthe simplified operration strateggy of the poower plant is defined. Here only m
maximum,
minimum
m, and zero operation
o
levvels can be determined
d
w
when
applyiing (1) the
electricityy price and (22) the spark spread
s
as pro
ofitability inddicators and sources of
uncertaintty, respectiveely. Using ann arithmetic Brownian motion
m
proceess, the developmennt of the elecctricity price and spark spread for selected monthhs in 2013
as well ass the operatiion strategy are presented in Figuress 8-11 (for m
more information see Glensk andd Madlener [2015]).
[

Fig. 9. Spaark spread devvelopment for March, June, September annd December 2013,
following an arithhmetic Brownnian motion prrocess
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2015].

The analysis connducted veriffies very well the expectted future roole of conventional power geneeration, whicch means an
n interruptedd operation w
with more
shut-downns and start-uups, and deliivery of the electricity
e
onn demand.
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Fig. 10. Opperation strateegy for Marchh, June, Septem
mber and December in 20133 with
the electricity price used as a profitability indicator
i
and source of unccertainty
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2015].

Fig. 11a. Operation
O
strategy for Marcch, June, Septeember and Deecember 2013 with
t spark spreaad used as a profitability
the
p
in
ndicator and soource of uncerrtainty
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2015].
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Fig. 11b. Operation
O
straategy for Marcch, June, Septeember and Deecember 2013 with
t spark spreaad used as a profitability
the
p
in
ndicator and soource of uncerrtainty
Source: Glensk and Madlener [2015].

The cash flow values
v
of thee power plan
nt can be callculated in tthe second
step of thhe procedure, using deffined above operation strategy.
s
Nevvertheless,
based on the assumptiions made byy Deng and Oren [2003]], the calculaations consider onlyy three possible operationn stages (S1 – the powerr plant is off
ff, S2 – the
power plaant in at minn load operattion, and S3 – the poweer plant in att max load
operation)), and only three possibble actions to
o be taken (A1
(
– the poower plant
runs at full-capacity, A2
A – the pow
wer plant run
ns at a low-caapacity levell, and A3 –
the powerr plant is turrned off). Thhe operating
g cash flow of
o the powerr plant for
each hourr can be preseented as folloows:
1
1:
(
)
(
) (28)
( , , 1)
2
2:
3: 0
(

1:
( ,

, 2))

( ,
where:
(

)

, 3)

,

2: (
3:
3

)

(29)

1:: (
2: (
3:
3

)
)

(30)

,

,

(

)

)

(

·
)

·

(31)
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or:
(

)

,

,

·

(32)

·

)

(

for the electricity price and spark spread, respectively. Moreover,
,
,
define the costs for the start-up, shut-down, and ramp-up;
, ,
, ,
, , and
, define the development
of the spark spread and the electricity, gas und CO2 prices, according to arithmetic Brownian motion processes over time t;
are variable operation and
maintenance costs; and (
) is the load-level dependent net efficiency of
the power plant at
,
.
Finally, in a last step, the option to expand the decision process is considered, defined as follows:
(33)
(34)
where:
,

(1

(35)

)

and:
(

∆

, 0)

(36)

are fixed operation and maintenance costs,
defines depreciaand
tion, the WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital) is used as discount rate, and
∆ is the project value after retrofitting considering time (Δt) needed for
the investment in the considered improvement.
In the considered case study, technical enhancement options leading
to a decrease in the minimum load level (e.g. variable-pitch guide vanes at the
gas turbine compressor or an air preheater) were analyzed. Regarding the electricity price as well as the spark spread as sources of uncertainty, the decision
to invest in technical improvement should be undertaken immediately, as Tables
1 and 2 show.
The proposed real options model simply takes advantage from market
uncertainties incorporated in the model’s structure. It can be a useful and novel
approach in the decision-making process regarding investments in flexibility
enhancements of conventional power plants.
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Table 1. Present value of the retrofitted power plant, option value and decision
when the electricity price is the source of uncertainty
Turn-off time during
the realization

RPV of power plant

Option value

Decision for PV01,2013=

(in €)

(in €)

= -169,414,781

(in months)
2

-100,792,111

0.00

invest

3

-99,941,125

0.00

invest

4

-99,383,841

0.00

invest

5

-98,906,139

0.00

invest

6

-98,523,480

0.00

invest

7

-99,087,585

0.00

invest

8

-98,740,655

0.00

invest

9

-97,508,996

0.00

invest

10

-98,113,813

0.00

invest

Source: Glensk and Madlener [2015].

Table 2. Present value of the retrofitted power plant, option value and decision
when the spark spread is the source of uncertainty
Turn-off time during

RPV of power plant

Option value

Decision for PV01,2013=

(in €)

(in €)

= -77,069,139

2

-3,748,871

0.00

invest

3

-2,858,149

0.00

invest

4

-1,089,553

0.00

invest

5

220,123

0.00

invest

6

600,109

0.00

invest

7

-122,454

0.00

invest

8

1,057,882

0.00

invest

9

1,462,912

0.00

invest

10

-663,053

0.00

invest

the realization
(in months)

Source: Glensk and Madlener [2015].

Conclusions and recommendations
Regarding the rapid evolution of the energy sector, power plants operators
are often forced to reconsider their investment decisions and optimal operation
strategies in light of new risks and uncertainties. Market liberalization, unforeseen policy changes, and the rapidly increasing use of renewable energy sources,
challenge the standard toolbox of decision-makers and ask for more sophisticated and powerful tools. Herein this article, we provided an overview of how
well-developed financial methods can be applied to real assets such as power
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plants, and what new possibilities in the decision-making process their application
offers. Moreover, considering the specific character of the power plants as real assets, the technical as well as economic parameters (including e.g. price uncertainties) of the power plant can be straightforwardly incorporated in the analysis.
Furthermore, the results obtained from the application of different MVP
models allows to better capture the dynamics in the diversification process of
power generation mix (especially regarding new investments), to integrate the
investors’ aspirations with regard to return and risk (e.g. by using the FSMAD
model), as well as rebalancing the generation mix by taking risks and uncertainty
more appropriately into account. In the case of ROA, the proposed models can
better guide the investment decision-making process in light of the risks and uncertainties inherent in the development in the energy markets. As was shown,
both investment and disinvestment problems, and also flexibility enhancement
problems, can be supported through different model types and solution methods
offered by real options theory.
Finally, a further aspect shown in our article is the graphical visualization
of results, which can have positive impact the decision-making process through
the straightforward and easy-to-comprehend comparison of graphs and tables,
which in our studies were obtained predominantly by the application of MS Excel
and Python.
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PRZEGLĄD WYBRANYCH METOD OPTYMALIZACJI PORTFELA
I PODEJMOWANIA NIEODWRACALNYCH DECYZJI W SEKTORZE
ENERGETYCZNYM W WARUNKACH NIEPEWNOŚCI
Streszczenie: W niniejszym artykule zostały zaprezentowane przykłady zastosowań wybranych metod optymalizacyjnych portfeli na rynku energetycznym, takich jak klasyczna teoria portfela Markowitza, dynamiczne ujęcie optymalizacji portfela czy wykorzystanie teorii zbiorów rozmytych do tworzenia portfeli. W świetle liberalizacji rynku
energetycznego, jak również wzrastającego ryzyka związanego z coraz większym udziałem odnawialnych źródeł energii w procesie generowania energii, autorzy artykułu proponują także zastosowanie teorii opcji realnych w procesie decyzyjnym. Modele opcji
realnych pozwalają, między innymi, na określenie optymalnego terminu realizacji inwestycji (czy też dezinwestycji) i mogą służyć jako alternatywna metoda w procesie podejmowania decyzji.
Słowa kluczowe: optymalizacja portfela, teoria zbiorów rozmytych, analiza opcji realnych.

